Abstract-The problems which remain for further studying in grey system theory are identified. Including the synthesis axiom of degree of greyness for "multiplication" and "division", how to construct and select a suitable buffer operator? how to select and test a grey prediction model? how to build a negative grey incidence analysis models? the test rules and criteria of grey clustering evaluation models, and on consensus and unified definition of grey combined models, etc..
INTRODUCTION
The first paper The Control Problems of Grey Systems [1] on grey system by Professor Julong Deng was published in the journal named Systems & Control Letters which was published by North Holland publishing company in 1982. In the same year, Professor Julong Deng ' s first paper "Grey
Control System" in Chinese was published by Journal of Huazhong University of Science and Technology [2] . The publication of these two seminal papers indicated that a new and cross-sectional discipline named grey system theory came into the world.
Grey systems theory is a new methodology that focuses on the study of problems involving small data and poor information. It deals with uncertain systems with partially known information through generating, excavating, and extracting useful information from what is available. So, systems' operational behaviors and their laws of evolution can be correctly described and effectively monitored [3] . In the natural world, uncertain systems with small data and poor information exist commonly. That fact determines the wide range of applicability of grey systems theory [4] [5] [6] [7] .
A recent search through the China National Knowledge Internet (CNKI) using eight key terms such as grey system, grey theory, grey model, GM (1,1), grey incidence analysis, grey clustering, grey prediction and grey decision making yielded 76889 full text PhD theses, and 65788 Masters' degree theses containing such terms. Full text journals containing such search terms amounted to 114915 papers. International publishers Springer-Verlag and Taylor & Francis Group have launched a number of grey systems works in English, and Science Press has officially approved a book series on Grey Systems; the first of the 26 volumes is already on its way. Furthermore, the grey system modeling software version 8.0 written by Professor Bo Zeng contains applications of commonly used grey systems models. Interested readers can go to the website of International Association of Grey Systems and Uncertainty Analysis (GSUA, http://www.iagsua.org/) or the Institute for Grey System Studies at Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics (http://igss.nuaa.edu.cn/), to download the software free of charge.
Although grey systems theory has been applied successfully to many contexts and in many different countries, it is still in its infancy and, thus, has much scope for further development and improvement. There are some problems need to be studied and solved.
II. THE SYNTHESIS AXIOM OF DEGREE OF GREYNESS FOR
"MULTIPLICATION" AND "DIVISION" In 2004, an axiomatic definition of the grey degree of grey numbers was put forward based on measure of grey numbers and its background or domain [8] . In 2010, the operations of grey numbers and grey algebraic system is built based on the grey "kernel" and the degree of greyness of grey numbers [9] . On these grounds, the operation of grey numbers has been transformed to the operation of real numbers. In 2012, the concept of general grey number was put forward. And The grey synthesis axiom for summation and subtraction operations of grey numbers was proposed as follows [10] .
Axiom 1(the synthesis axiom of degree of greyness)When plus and minus are operated on n general grey numbers 1 g , 2 g , , n g , then the degree of greyness g of the operation results g can be got as follows In addition, Y.J. Yang, S.F. Liu and R. John demonstrated that grey sets and interval-valued fuzzy sets provide different but overlapping models for uncertainty representation in sets [11] .
In the grey algebra system based on the grey "kernel" and the degree of greyness of grey numbers, for the degree of greyness of the operation outcome of "multiplication" and "division", the principles of "take the bigger one" is still used according to the introduction unreduction axiom. It is a critical problem waiting to be solved that revealing the inherent law for synthesis of degree of greyness in the process of operations of "multiplication" and "division" to structure a more exquisite principle of operations of "multiplication" and "division".
III. CONSTRUCTION AND SELECTION OF BUFFER OPERATOR
In order to solve the prediction problem of the shock disturbed system, the concept of buffer operator was put forward in 1991 [12] .
Thereafter, research on buffer operator is pretty active and some new results have emerged.
In 2011, Yong Wei brought forth the general form of buffer operator
and proved that buffer operator in equation (2) can express weaken buffer operator, strengthen buffer operator and the identity operator respectively according to the different values of [13] Faced with actual vibration data, how to select and construct suitable buffer operator? How to determine the weight parameters and effect index of buffer operator? How the properties of the buffer operator are changed with the change of parameters and index? All of these are the problems that need be further researched.
IV. SELECTION AND TEST OF GREY PREDICTION MODEL S.F.Liu and J.L.Deng studied the range suitable for GM (1, 1 ) based on simulated test. The area of validity, the area to be used carefully, the area not suitable for use and the prohibited area of GM (1, 1 ) have been divided clearly according to the threshold of the developing coefficients [14] . In 2014, Sifeng Liu et al determined four kinds of GM(1,1) basic models that are even GM(1,1) model, discrete GM(1,1) model, even difference GM(1,1) model and original difference GM(1,1) model through the experiments of simulation, then made clear of the suitable type of sequences of the different model [15] .
Although there are some criteria and standards be used to test grey prediction model. It is a very meaningful job to build more normal model testing criteria and standards based on the grey system prediction model testing method and statistical testing theory. There are other problems need to be studied. Such as how to determine a suitable order for the fractional accumulation and the fractional equation? What sequence should be simulated by a fractional model? When people should try with a order of 1/3 or 4/5? etc..
V. NEGATIVE GREY INCIDENCE ANALYSIS MODELS
The basic thought of grey incidence analysis model is used to judge the association between different sequences whether closely or not according to geometric shapes of the sequence curve.
In 2010, the new grey incidence analysis models based on the perspective of similarity and proximity respectively were built [16] . Ke Zhang et al proposed a two-dimensional grey incidence degree model based on absolute incidence degree and double integral [17] .
The grey incidence analysis model has been used a large number and successful. There are still some problems remained to be solved. Such as the model test rule and specific quantitative criteria, the grey incidence analysis model for negative incidence analysis, or the threshold from negative to positive incidence, etc. It is also a valuable research direction to expand the models based on the definite integral, used for sequence data analysis and based on double integral, used for matrix data analysis to the models based on the multiple integral, used for solving the problem of matrix sequence data and high dimensional data.
VI. TEST OF GREY CLUSTERING EVALUATION MODELS
Grey clustering evaluation models using possibility functions are used widely for uncertain systems analysis. Including the variable weight grey clustering model [18] , the fixed weight grey clustering evaluation model [19] , the grey clustering evaluation model using end-point triangular possibility functions [20] , the grey cluster evaluation model using center-point triangular possibility functions [21] , among others.
The grey clustering models based on mixed possibility functions are applicable to evaluation, classification of the poor information object, which have broad application prospects.
It is a very meaningful work to construct the model test criteria and quantitative criterion. Other problems such as, do the outcome of evaluation or classification using grey clustering evaluation model believable? Can people determine a reliability level or degree for the evaluation or classification outcome? Also need to be studied.
VII. THE COMBINED GREY MODEL Many combined models are based on the actual problems and the relevant theoretical foundation is not solid. Such as the grey game model [22] , grey input-output model [23] , some basic concepts about grey fuzzy, fuzzy grey, grey rough, rough grey and grey random etc. have not formed an unified definition. It still needs time to establish consensus on several typical combined models.
VIII. GREY CONTROL
It has been 30 years since the success of the first grey controller in 1985. Industrial process control is still led by the traditional PID control. Integrating a variety of control methods and models, the condition to establish a more effective control system seems to be ready. However, it takes time to promote the new control method. In addition, it is also a valuable research field that grey control idea and models are applied to the control and regulation of the important social and economic parameters.
IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Grey system theory has formed a system structure that is generally accepted, and become a course at many universities all around the world. The course of grey system theory of Nanjing University of Aeronautics and Astronautics was selected as one of the best national curriculums and was shored as a national excellent resource, and the book "Grey System Theory and Its Application" (4 th , 6
th and 8 th edition) have been selected into the "Eleventh Five Years" "Twelfth Five Years" and " Thirteenth Five Years" national planning textbook respectively.
In accordance with the laws of scientific development, a new subject needs to go through several generations of continuous work, and several decades or even a hundred years before it becomes mature. The grey system theory has just been developed over thirty years, it has successful applications in many countries of the world, and has achieved a large number of achievements. However, it still needs a long way to go for further developments and improvements. Our colleagues who are interested in grey system research should welcome and treat various criticisms and suggestions, and continuously explore, and constantly excavate new growth points, so as to continuously improve grey system theory. The related problems mentioned in this paper need active involvement of talented scholars. 
